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1A STUDY OF THE OPERATING MECHAITIGM
FOR
ROLLING LIFT BRIDGES
Introduction
This study of the operating mechanisms of draw bridges
was proposed as a thesis in order that it might be a supplement
to former theses on bridge design written by under-graduates
at the University of Illinois , for none of these hnve ventured
into this field. According to this plan , the diecussion will
not touch any part of the structural design of the bridge , a
subject that has been carefully worked over by Civil Engineering
students , but will concern itself entirely with the design and
construction of the mechanisms that operate draw bridges
,
and so will hardly overstep the Mechanical Engineering field.

CHAPTER I
Types of Bridges.
It will be necessary to point out the variations
in the structure and the performance of the different types of
drav/ bridges , so that their operating systems may be follov^ed
out
.
1, - Swing Bridges. - Consideration will be given
first to the swing bridge , the most common and cheapest of all
draw bridge types. Those bridges are built over navigable
streamr where the question of the space occupied by the structure
is not a governing feature. The space taken up must be consid-
ered
,
because this type of draw requires that a pier be placed in
the middle of the stream , and if a certain v/idth of channel is
desired the span must be wider than the necessary channel by the
width of this pier.
So , for such a bridge , three piers are required.
There are two abutments which are designed to carry the weight of
the bridge and the load when the bridge is in use
,
exactly as in
the case of the ordinary bridge. The characteristic that makes
this type different from the ordinary stationary type is that it
is constructed so that it will rotate in a horizontal plane about
this center pier. In order to allow this motion
,
arrangments are
made to remove the supporting contact at the abutments , so that
the weight of the bridge can be carried on the center pier where

3it is balanced.
The method of supporting the bridge at this pier
divides swing bridges into two types , from an operating point
of view. These are ; first , the "center bearing" type in
which the weight of the bridge is supported on a pivot placed
beneath the center of gravity ; and second , the "rim bearing"
type in which the weight is carried on a set of rollers plac
radially about the center of gravity. A pivot is necessary in the
last type to hold the bridge in position , but it bears no
appreciable weight. Except for the design of the center bearing
,
the operating mechanisms of these two types need not be different.
draw
Assuming a swingingy^to be open , the duties commonly
impoc-ed on the operating machinery are as follows First
,
the bridge must be turned to the closed position. Then , a
locking device must bring the bridge into such a position that the
rails are exactly in line with those on the abutment , and must
hold the bridge in this alignment. Finally , wedges must le
thrust under the ends, so that the load may be carried positively
by the abutments
,
making a single span
, or in case wedges are
thrust under the center also
,
making a double span. A reveraal
of these operations opens the drav^: from the closed position.
2. - Bascule and Rolling Lift Bridges. - Bascule and
lift
rolling^bridges
,
which are second to the swing bridge in popular-
ity
,
cost more but are very economical of space , since , unlike
the swinging type
,
they have no center
,
giving a greater channel
width for a given span. This type has a special advantage over
the swinging type in the case of a river that is lined with wharfs.
The verti^rally rotating bridge does not require extra frontage
,

while the clearance that must be allowed for the swing bridge
makes the frontage next the to bridge useless for docking ships.
These types are built on tvvo abutments, one of which
supports the movable end when the bridge is closed , v;hile the
other supports a pivot about which the bridge rotates in a
vertical plane. In the case of the bascule bridge this pivot is
most easily described as a hinge , one leaf of which is supported
on the peir
,
while the other leaf is built into the span. In
the case of the rolling lift type, the bridge pivots on a segmental
girder which rolls on a track girder. The arc of this segmental
girder is usually a little more than a quadrant
,
so that there
will be plenty of clearance when the bridge is rotated to 0. nearly
vertical position.
To operate , the device that locks the bridge in the
closed position must first be unlocked and then the bridge must
be rotated in a vertical plane about the pivot. One characteris-
tic of the mechanism is that a safety device must be provided to
hold the bridge in case the machinery should fail while the bridge
was elevated.
3. - Vertical Lift Type. - The vertical lift type
has the advantage of the above two in that it docs not place an
obstruction in the channel and does not interfere^vith the docking
space along the river. Towers are placed on two abutments , and
the bridge
, in its closed position , rests on the abutments at the
base of these.
To operate
, the span must be raised , with the aid of
counter weights hung over pulleys at the top of the tower. This
II
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lifting force is applied by cables running over pulleys at the top
of the bridge and then down to drums.

6CHAPTER II.
Analysis of the Operating Machinery Applied to
Swing Bridges.
4« - Description. - In the operating machinery for
swing bridges, ( See Plates I & II ) , the power , v/hich is
derived from a motor or from a shaft driven by hand power , is
usually transferred to a main driving shaft. By means of
clutches and gears it may then either be transferred to the turning
machinery or to the machinery that drives the wedges. To drive the
turning machinery the pov.'er is taken off the driving shaft through
a clutch and gear to a differential or equalizing gear , for the
turning force is applied by the action of two driven pinions,
diaraeterically opposite
,
on a stationary rack. A pinion is
driven from each side of the differential through a series of
bevel and spur gears that reduce the motion.
By shifting the clutch the power is thrown onto the
lifting wedge machinery. Usually, in this system one long shaft
carries the power to the ends of the bridge and there it is carried
St
throughAbevel gear to a vertical shaft
,
which in turn transfers
it to some reducing motion such as a screw or toggle joint that
drives the wedge. Often power is taken off by another vertical
rhaft at the center of the bridge to drive center wedges.
The problem that usually confronts the engineer is;
given a bridge which must open in a certain time under certain
conditions , to design suitable operating machinery.
{i
PLATE I
C/u/cJ?.
P//y/a/j /?ry/7^ u^<^e/^tr
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75. - Turning Moment. - The first step in the design of
the turning machinery is the determination of the necessary
turning moment. This depends on the weight , the span , the
wind pressure , the time of opening , and the friction of the
center bearing.
It is necessary , first , to find the moment of inertia
of the bridge about the center pivot. This moment , for the rect-
angular portion above the drum, equals
I = W (aS-Kb^)
96.6
I = MR^,so M = \V(a^-»- )
96.6
M = equivalent mass at the rack
circle
,
a = half the length of the span,
b = half the width of the span.
R = radius of the rack circle.
W = weight of the span.
If the span is to be opened in T seconds , then the average
velocity at the rack circle = circumference of the rack circle .
4 x.T
The maximum velocity occurs at the middle position and is equal
to tv;ice the average velocity , so the acceleration =
4 z average velocity = a. Therefore , the force necessary at
T
the rack to give the equivalent mass (m) the desired acceleration
= F = M X a . The frictional resistances of the end rollers are
given as .004 to .008 of the weight on them , and of the
center pivot as .045 to .08 of the load on it. By a comparison
of moments these forees can be determined as equivalent forces
acting at the rack. In some practice the wind resistance is
assumed to be equal to the frictional resistances. By the
summation of these various forces at the rack the total ^ required
force may be found.

6. - Design of Rack. - Having asBumed a radius for
the rack circle and found the required force acting at this
radius , one half of which acts at each pinion, the next
proceedure will be the determination of the size of the teeth on
the rack. These teeth will almost invariably be cast , and the
formula for determining their size will be determined as followsj
( Leutwiler & Dunkin , Notes on Machine Design.) :-
Assuming the tooth to be rectangular and -^e^ force to be
acting at one corner as shown
,
S 2= Mc/I = 6Wh/t^f
.
S = allowable stress.
From Kent (P.115C,8th Ed.) M = moment.
h = .70 p' and t = .475 p'. c = radius of gyration.
= force acting on tooth.
Substituting
,
W = .054 Sp*f f = face of tooth.
h = height of tooth.
S may be determined from the t = thickness of tooth,
table given in Kent (P. 1149,8th Ed.), P* = circular pitch,
the speed of the teeth in this case
the length of one quarter of the circumference of the rack
divided by the time of opening.
It is common practice to make f = ( 2 - 3) p'.
;ubBtituting in the above formula
,
having given W
, S , and the
relation of f to p'
,
the value of p' can be deter*mined. In the
case of cast teeth p' is not expressed in fractions smaller than
l/a inch. Then
,
dividing the circumference of the rack circle by
p* will give the number of teeth in the rack. If the calculation
does not give a whole number
, the nearest whole number is chosen
and a corrected diameter for the rack can be obtained by the equ-
ation
,
Diam. = Cir. pitch x number of teeth/ 5.1416.
The face of the tooth
,
usually two to three times p* , can be
varied within these limits according to the strength required.

9Since h and t_ have a definite relation to p* > > £ > »
D are sufficient to designate the size and form of the teeth , where
z_ stands for the number of teeth and D represents the diameter
of the pitch circle.
The rack teeth are usually cast in from eight to twelve
sections, the rim or base of which should be pV^ inches thick ,
and are machined to fit the circular rack frame , which is attached
to the center pier , and are bolted to it. The bolts in each
section should be strong enough to withstand the force on the teeth.
7. - Vertical Shaft, - The pinion which rims on the rack
must, of course, have teeth of the same size and form as those on
the rack. This pinion should be made as small as possible. Since,
in the case of cast gears , it is necessary to have from fifteen
to twenty teeth in a gear to insure a smooth running and strong
gear
,
the size of the teeth determine the diameter of the pinion,
or the least diameter can be found by the equation
,
Diam. = p' x 15/3,1416.
IRhen small sized pinions are used
, the liability of v^eakness
makes it necessary to shroud the teeth , the shrouding being
p*/3 inches thick. The face of the teeth on the pinion should be
made from l/4 inch to l/2 inch longer than the rack teeth.
The pinion is keyed to a vertical shaft which usually
carries at its upper end a bevel gear that receives power from the
horizontal shafting connected to the differential gearing. This
shaft should have bearings at each end as near as possible to the
inside of the gears.
The twisting moment on this shaft is equal to the force
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on the pinion tooth times the radius of the pinion plus a moment
required to overcome the mechanical loss between the pinion and
its gear. The next step
, therefore
,
will be the determination
of the true twisting moment on the shafting.
According to Goodenough's and Leutwiler's Mechanics of
Machinery
,
the efficiency of spur gearing equals Y = l/ii^^l)
where F = 2.6 v ( l/z, ^ l/z^ , in which expression z and z
represent the num.ber of teeth in the gears
, and v is the
coefficient of sliding friction ( in the case of cast gears v = .2)
Y = 1
.
„ , ^
.5/2 ( l/z,+ l/zJ-M
Having found this efficiency Y
, the trSe moment the true momente
equals the force, (W ), times the radius of the pinion all divided by
y. This moment will be designated by I .
The bending moment
, since the bevel gear at the topy
which is the larger gear of a pair of reducing gears
, will be
larger than the pinion
,
will be a maximum at the bottom bearing.
The force acting at right angles to the shaft will be smaller at
the bevel gear than at the pinion since the twisting moment at
both is the same. Therefore
, the maximum bending m.oment will
be W times the distance from the center of the pinion to the center
of the bottom bearing. m order to get this distaiice some length
of bearing must be assumed
, experience will enable one to choose
a length that will give a moment accurate enough for a trial
calculation.
A means of determining an approximate length of the bear-
ing is to design the shaft taking only the twisting moment into
account, and then finding the length of bearing necessary for this
size of shaft. This may be done as follows :-
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( Leutwiler & Dunkin , Noten on Machine Design.)
t/s = j/C W = force on pinion teeth.
r = radius of pinion.
T = Wr/y £ = allowable tensile strength.
( 4000 - 8000 Ib./sq.in.)5
3
j/c = 3.1416 d /16 J = polar moment
c = radius of gyration.
or t/s = 3.1416 dV16 d = diameter of shaft.
Since S and T are known , d can be found.
The distaiice betv/een the bearings on the shaft is deter-
mined by the design of the sub-structure , so the force acting
on the bearings may be found by a summation of moments. The
length of the bearing depends on this force and the diameter of
the shaft and the allowable pressure.
S-b = allowable bearing pressure.
B = WD( /D Kent (F.1203 - 1206 , 8th Kd,)
D = distance between bearings,
S-b = B/dl D, = distance from the center of the
pinion to the far bearing,
or
,
1 = B/S"bd B = force on bearing.
d = diameter of the shaft.
1 = length of the bearing.
Therefore , the bending moment, (m), equals W tines l/2, plus
the distance from the center of the pinion to the end of the
bearing.
Taking into account both the tT«'i sting and the bending
moments , the combined moment , =V M^f- , and
Me/S = l/c = .1 d^.
This equation will give the correct value of d. Using this new
value of the diameter , the corrected length of the bearing may
be determined as before. Both the bearings on the shaft should
be duplicates, as this v/ould make the construction less expensive.
8. - Bevel Gear.- The bevel gear at the top of the
shaft may now be considered. The twisting moment
which must be exerted by this on the shaft is equal to the
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moment exerted "by the shaft on the pinion plus a moment required
to overcome a loss in the bearings. The moment absorbed in each
bearing = vPr Tf = total lost moment in the shaft.
V = Coefficient of friction.
Tf = 2vPr P = pressure on the bearing.
r = radius of the bearing.
The true twisting moment on the gear -equals the moment on the
pinion plus Tf .
Next the ratio of reduction in tiie bevel gear set must
be determined. The revolutions per minute of the rack pinion is
small when compared to that required for the efficient operation
of the motor
,
and, also, the force required at the rack is great
when compared to that delivered from a motor or from a lever driven
by hand, so , it is necessary to have a considerable reduction of
motion between the source of power and the rack. The total
reduction needed can be easily calculated , and this is usually
divided between all the sets of gears in the train. The ratio
of the diameters of each set being known , the size of the gear
is in each case determined by the size of the pinion which is in
turn determined by the size of tooth.
For trial; sizes of gear and pinion are chosen which will
give a pinion just large enough to contain the allowable minimum
number of teeth of the size that might be expected. Accuracy
in this selection can only come by practice. Then^dividing the
twisting moment by the assumed radius of the gear will give the
force
,
W
,
exerted on the teeth of the bevel gear. This gear v^^ill
usually be large and will rotate slowly , and so the teeth will be
cast, Leutwiler and Dunkin,in notes on machine design
,
give
the following equation for the strength of cast bevel teeth
;
i
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W = Sp*fm
m = 0.018 (5 - f/l - t^/l^) , f/1 should never exceed l/3
.
IW = force on the tooth,
S = allowable stress.
Kent ( P. 1149 , 8th Ed.
)
f = face of the tooth,
p* = circular pitch.
The following table gives values of m for corresponding values of
f/l.
f/l .1 .2 .3 .4 .5
m ,04.9 .044 .059 .035 .032
Since the revolutions per minute of the rack pinion necessary to
open the bridge in a given time and the diameter of the bevel gear
are known
,
the speed of the teeth and from this the value of S
can be foimd. 1 = l/2\( D,^-f-
,
( see figure above) , so in
order to determine m some value of f must be ass\imed. The
maximum value , which will give f/l = l/S , is usually a safe
assumption. Substituting the values thus obtained in the above
equation , will give p' , which should be kept in l/8 inch
measurements since the teeth are to be cast. Dividing the
assumed circumference of the pinion by p' will determine the
number of teeth that the a r sumption allowed. If this number is too
small to be practical , a larger diameter must be chosen and a new
size of teeth calculated on this basis. The number of teeth in
the gear is equal to the circumference divided by p*. This of
course must be a whole number and , as before , if not , the near-
est whole number is assumed and the diameter is corrected. For
this gear, then
, P* * » D , and f have been determined.
Having these dimensions , the next step will be the
design of the gear wheel. In large bevel gears the T shaped arm
is usually used. Sinee the web at the back of the arm is added
for stiffness and adds little to the strength
, it is neglected in
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calculating the size of the arm. The following equation is used
in the calculation ,( Leutwiler and Dunkin , Notes on Machine
Design , see Figure FA)
2 b = thickness of the arm = p'/2.
WD/2si = Shh /6 h = width of the arm at the center
D = Pitch diameter at the large
h = 3WD/"bSn end of the tooth.
S = allowable fibet stress.
W = equivalent load at the J.arge
end of the tooth.
The proportions of the rim and feathers and the thickness of the
arm , commonly used , are given in figure 54,
The proportions of the hub are given in the following table
I
bore
Nature of power transmitted. Diameter of the hub in terms of the
Cast Iron. Cast Steel.
Heavy
,
very great shock. 2d 1 3/4 d -t l/8"
Standard
, medium shock. 1 5/4 d l/8" 1 5/8 d ^ ?/l6"
Light , no shock. 1 5/8 d -hl/8" 1 1/2 d' + 1/4"
Length of the hub in terms of the bore.
Bearings 3d to 4d. Levers 1 1/2 d.
Gear v/heels 1 3/4 d to 2 1/4 d. Pulleys 2/3 Face.
Hand wheels 1 l/2 d to 2d. Truck wheels 2d to 2 1/4 d.
9, - Collar. - The driving bevel pinion exerts a
downward thrust on the vertical shaft which may be counteracted
most easily by placing a collar on the shaft so that it will
bear on the lower bearing. An aBsumption of a maximum downward
thrust equal to W would be safe. Using the bearing pressure
allowed on the bearing , the area of the bearing surface on the
collar = W/Sb = A . Then , A = .787 (d^ -d/ ) , where d< equals
the diameter of the shaft and dg equals the diameter of the collar.
The collar should be Held to the shaft by two or three set screws,
screv/ing into a groove turned into the shaft. These must be

designed to resist the downward thrust.
10. - Horizontal Shaft, - The pinion of the bevel set
should be made solid and should have teeth of the same size and
form as the gear. The corrected diameter of the pinion may be
calculated by the formula
,
Dia. = Minimujn number of teeth x -p^ ,1416 , where
the minimum number of teeth may vary from 15 to 20.
The horizontal shaft that drives the pinion from the
equalizing gear must stand a twisting moment equal to the force
on the pinion teeth times the radius of the pinion all divided by
the efficiency of the pinion ano its gear. This efficiency m.ay
be calculated as before.
The shaft should have bearings at each end , as close
as possible to the inside of the two gears. For the reasons
given in the design of the vertical shaft the maximum bending
moment will probably come at the bearing nearest the pinion. To
deteiTnine this moment , M , the length of the bearing and from this
the length of the moment arm may be determined as before. The
force acting at this distance is the force on the teeth of the
pinion. Then
, Me -^i.'ii-l^ , and Me/s = .Id .
The corrected length of the bearing may be found as it
was in the case of the vertical shaft
,
and both bearings should
,
if possible , be duplicates.
11. - Equalizing Gear, - The tv/i sting moment exerted
at each side of the differential gear is equal to the twisting
moment in the shaft plus the twisting momient necessary to over-
come the friction in the bearings
, Tf . Tf = 2vPr , as before.
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The usual design of the gear now in question is as
follows :- The main frame of the differential carries spur teeth
on its outside which mesh with a pinion on the main driving shaft.
This frame
,
usually
,
has four spokee and between these spokes
,
acting on radial pins are four bevel pinions, ( See Plate III.)
The power is carried through these pinions to bevel gears on each
side , which are held in mesh with the pinions and are keyed to
the horizontal shaft which has just been calculated, A cylind-
rical surface for a band brake/of a little smaller diameter than
the pitch circle of the spur gear j is
,
usually
,
included in the
frame
.
The differential set must be designed by a fit and try
method. The desired reduction between the horizontal shaft and
the main driving shaft having been determined , the minim.um size
spur gear and pinion should be designed unless this size would
make the circumference of the spur gear too small to comtain
the differential mechajiism
,
or unless the distance between
the shafts is so determined by other conditions that larger radii
are necessary. Considering these conditions , a trial value of
the diameter shovild be chosen. Now , the total twisting moment
exerted by the spur gear equals twice the twisting moment delivered
at each side of the differential. This twisting moment divided by
the radius chosen gives the force acting on the spur teeth. Sub-
stituting in the equation
,
W = .064 Sp'f , the circular pitch and
the corrected value of the diameter can be found. Care must be
taken to see that the pinion has enough teeth for strength and
smooth running.
A typical design of the differential is shown in
Plate 111, Assuming some radius
, r» , at which the bevel pinion
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PLATE III
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acts about the shaft , the force acting on the pinion equals
V; * = Wr/r* , where W equals the force on the spur teeth , and r
equals the radius of the pitch circle of the spur
teeth. By Gubstituting in the formula for bevel gears
,
W = Sp'fm
,
making f/l = l/3 and know)?fing that the relative speed
of the teeth is negligible
,
p* is found. This pinion should be
of minimum size. These must be placed in the frame according to
judgement and the pins on which they rotate should- be designed
for bending stress only. The size of the two facing bevel gears
will depend on the placing of the pinions , and should be designed
according to the rules set down above for the design of bevel
gears.
An analysis of the differential set shown in Plate III
will illustrate the method of design. The rim of the outside
frame should be p'/^ inches thick. This has a flange cast on the
inside of it. The power is transmitted from the rim to the pinion
through a casting. This is a plate cast onto a. hub , and forms
the center portion of the wheel. On this plate are cast bosses
that are bearings for the pins on which the pinions rotate
,
and^
befu/een the pinions j ribs are cast onto the plate in the position
of spokes. The outside gear frame and the brake frame are bolted
to this same plate. The equation given in Leutwiler and Dunkin
,
Notes on Machine Design for the design of the ribs in such a
plate is
,
T/n = SI/c
, or
n = number of ribs in the plate.
T = the twisting moment,
b = 6T/nShf S = tensile strength.
h = width of the rib.
b = thickness of the rib.
The thickness of the plate would probably be determined by the
proportions necessary for casting , but should be checked up for
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The bearing stress on the bolts.
The pine about which the pinions rotate
^
should be desig
ued for bending stress. The force acting on the pinions is , of
course
,
inversely proportional to their distance from the central
axis , for the moment exerted by these about the center is the
same as that exerted by the gear frame. Taking this force into
account and apsuming that the whole load may be carried by two
pinions , the minimiJim sized pinion should be designed , unless it
is necessary to increase the size to engage the facing gears.
Then , the facing gears must be designed to fit the placing of the
pinions
.
12. - Wedge Driving Machinery. - The machinery for
driving the lifting wedges may now be designed as far as its
connection with the driving shaft. The power required to drive
the wedge is less thaji that needed to turn the bridge. So , a
reasonable time for raising and lowering the ends can be alloted,
and
, then , a corresponding reduction between the wedge and the
motor can be determined. This reduction will be taken up both
by gear sets and some special reducting motion such as a screw or
toggle joint or the equivalent of one of these. Such a mechanism
may either drive a wedge or force a roller
,
bearing the weight of
the bridge
,
up a slope or cause a direct lift.
13. - Wedges, - If the weight of the bridge is known
and the number of wedges or points of applying the lifting force
is decided
,
the lifting force that must be applied at each wedge
or point can be found. The height that the bridge must be lifted
is a matter of bridge design
,
and:,,'if wedges are used
,
they must
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be designed to give the desired lift with the allowable horizontal
motion. Having given the weight, Q , to be lifted at each wedge
^
the force , P , necessary to drive the wedge can be determined by
the formula , P = Q tan(a -2^) , where a equals the angle
of slope and ^ equals the angle of friction, (4^ to 4 l/2^ ' Kent
P. 1197 , 8th Ed.). The area of the wedge equals Q/Sb , where
Sb is the allowable bearing pressure.
The force P is transmitted to the wedge through a pin
connected to a connecting rod or a bar driven by a screw. This
pin will be in double shear and must be designed to resist P . The
wedge must be so designed that the pin with its corresponding eye
can be neatly attached , eind will not interfer with the motion of
the wedge. ( See Plate IV.)
14. - Reducing Motion. - The bar driving the wedge
must be calculated as a coliimn in compression. It may be designed
with a beam v-rhich carries the force from the wedges to two members
at its ends , as shown in Plate V. These members may be connecting
rods connecting to cranks at both ends of a driving shaft or may be
connected to another beam which carries the nut for a screw.
If they act on cranks, the moment on the crank is Pr ,
where P is the horizontal force and r is the radius of the crank
,
or if the bars make an angle ^ with the line of motion of the
wedge
, the force in the bar is P/cos ^ and the maximum moment
on the driving shaft is Pr/cos
^ ,
assuming that the crank is
at right angles to the bar.
First the crank must be designed for a maximum bending
moment. Then m/s = I/C = .Id , ( for a round section) , where
d = the diameter of the section. The crank must be of such a
i
19a

19b
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length that one quarter turn or less will give the required trayel
of the wedge. This length will depend on the diameter of the gear
wheel driving the crank shaft and on the reduction in motion that
is desired. The crank pin must be designed for shear and bending,
15, - Driving Gear, - The size of the gear wheel on the
shaft is determined by the minimum size of the pinion and the
reduction in the gears. This is made some definite part of the
total reduction necessary between the motor and the v/edge.
Considering these conditions a trial value of the gear diameter
may be chosen. Then Vi/ = T/r , where T equals the twisting momeitit
and r the radius of the gear , and W the force on the teeth. Then
substituting in the equation , = .054 £p*f , p' and the
corrected diameter may be found as before.
The crank shaft must be designed for twisting and
bending. The bending moment is the result of the action of the
forces on the bearings, the crank , and the gear. The maximum
moment will occur at either one of the bearings. Then,Me ="\|t.I \i ^,
and Me/s = .Id^. The length of each bearing equals 1 = R/dSb >
where R is the reaction at the bearing , d is the diameter of the
shaft , and Sjo is the allov;able bearing pressure. This should
be determined for the bearing with the maximum pressure
,
and
both bearings should be made alike,
16, - Gear Train to edges, - The teeth of the pinion
are the same size as those of the gear , and the diameter of the
pinion equals D = NpV"5»l^l<3 , where N is the minimum allowable
number of teeth.
The efficiency of the gear and pinion are again
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Y = 1 , where v = .2 , and ^ and z,
2.6 Y (1/z, +• 1/Zj} -hi ' *
are the number of teeth in the gears. Then the raornent necessary
on the pinion shaft equals the force on the gear teeth times the
radius of the pinion all divided by Y = T.
For the operation of the end wedges the pinion shaft
extends the width of the bridge , and carries one of these pinions
at each end , and a bevel gear in the middle. Since the twisting
moment exerted by the driving bevel gear is divided betvreen the
two pinions , the maximum twisting moment that is carried by the
shaft is equal to that needed at each pinion. The maximum bending
moment would come either at the pinion or at the bearing next to
th^ pinion
,
according to whether the bearing was outside or inside
of the pinion. Then,by substituting again in the formula ,
Me '•^ » Me/S = .Id , the diameter of the shaft can be
found. The load on each end bearing can be taken as equal to
W , for the bearing is tight against the pinion and the shaft is
long. Then the length of the bearing equals 1, = Yv'/dS-b,
The twisting moment on the bevel gear at the center is
equal to twice the moment on either pinion. The size of this tear
is determined by the minimum size of its pinion and the reduction
desired in the set. Some diameter should , therefore , be chosan
as in the case of the bevel gear on the vertical shaft. Then
W = 2T/r
,
equals the load (bn the teeth , where T is the moment
exerted by the pinions on the above shaft. Then the design of the
bevel gear and pinion will be the same as before.
The length of the center bearings , one being placed at
either side of the bevel gear , would be 1_ = l/2dS'b , for the load
v/ould be divided between the two. To |)revent sagging in the shaft.
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bearings should be placed midway along the shaft between the gear
and the end pinions. For cheapness of construction , these
should be made the same as the center bearings.
Collars must be placed on the shaft
,
designed as in the
case of the vertical shaft , to prevent slipping due to the end
thrust of the bevel gear.
The shaft which carries the bevel pinion that drives
this gear would be vertical and would carry miter pinions at the
upper end. The gear at the top would engage v>;ith smother like
gear keyed to a horizontal shaft running the entire length of the
bridge. It would carry at its far end another similar pinion
for driving the wedges at that end of the bridge. A little to
one side of the center of the bridge this shaft w^uld carry still
another of these pinions to drive the center v.-edges , and at the
center a large spur gear which engages with a pinion on the driving
shaft , thus furnishing power to t:ie shaft in question.
The maximum twisting moment would come between the
spur gear and the pinion that drove the center wedges. This would
equal to twice the moment on one pinion plus the losses due to
friction in the pinions and bearings. The maximum bending moment
would probably come at one of the pinions or at their bearings , eo
that the maximiom combined stress would probably come at the
bearing near the center bevel pinion.
Since the center wedges are driven diametrically opposite,
a somewhat different design of the driving machinery would be nec-
essary. The shaft carrying the pinion that drives the combined
gear and crank would carry the pinion at one end and the large
bevel gear at the other. ( See Plate I.) . Each wedge would be
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driven by such a mechanism and then the bevel gears would be
joined by a shaft carrying a bevel pinion at each end to engage
with these gears , and a miter gear at the center which takes the
power through a series of shafting from the long horizontal
shafting mentioned above. The bevel gears and pinions would be
duplicates of those used for the end -wedge machinery. These
would be lo,rger than necessary , for the load on the first bevel
gear and pinion set would only be half that on the same set in the
end wedge machinery. From the center driving pinion on, however,
the stress would be the same for both sets.
gear
The spur driving the shaft which carries the power to
all the wedge driving machinery , must exert a twisting moment
equal to three times the moment exerted by each pinion on the
shaft plus the moment necessary to over- come the friction in the
bearings. It should be designed to give the desired reduction
with the minimxam pinion , but the diameter of the pinion and gear
in this case may be determined by the required distance between
the shafts.
,
Since the twisting moment is known and the diameter
can be assumed , the size of teeth can be found as before. Figure
46 in Leutwiler and Dunkin , Notes on Machine Design shows the
proper proportions of the gear wheel , ajrid h = fSOT/nS , where
T is the twisting moment , n the number of arms , and the
tensile strength.
17. - Main Driving Shaft. - The maximum twisting mom-
ent in the main driving shaft equal e/the force on the spur teeth
of the difterential gear times the radius of the driving pinion
plus the moment necessary to overcome the friction. The ir.aximum
bending moment must be determined by an investigation of the
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reactions on the gear and bearings. From these values the diameter
of the shaft can be found.
At each end of this shaft are gears connecting with
a motor set , and in the center there is a clutch so arranged
the the machinery can be driven from either set.
The clutch must be designed for bearing and shearing
stresses on the lugs, ( see Plate VI.)
18. - Keys. - The clutch eind the gears must be held to
their shafts by keys. The design will be similar in each case/
BO a general discussion will be taken up here. According to
Leutwiler and Dunkin in Notes on Machine Design . keys must be
designed for crushing and shearing stresses , and the following
equations are derived;- If the crushing stress of the key is Sb
,
the moment of the key about the center of the shaft = tldSb/4
,
and this must be equal to the twisting moment that is to be exerted
at this point,
T = twisting moment to be transmitted.
T = tldSbA t = thickness of the key.
1 = length of the key.
d = diameter of the shaft.
Sb = allowable crushing stress,
( about 18000 Ib./sq.in.)
When the value of 8-5 can be assumed and the values of t_ , d , and
T are known , the required length of the key caii be determined.
Similarly , in the investigation of the shearing stress
it is found that T = bldSs/8 , where b equals the width of
the key. So , the relation of _t to b is found to be ,
t = 2Ssb/Sb.
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CH/iPTER III
Investigation of Actual Operating Machinery in
Swing Bridges.
The bridge which will be considered is a swing bridge
over the St. Joseph River, It was constructed by the Chicago
Bridge and Iron Viforks. The general design of the operating
machinery is shown in Plates I and II. Since the weight of the
bridge was not known , no calculations could be made to determine
the force at the rack circle , so , the force of 12000 pounds
on the rack teeth , as shown in Plate I, was accepted.
19. - Rack. - The teeth on the rack v^'ould be of cast
steel. W = .054 Sp'f. Determining S from Kent (P. 1149 8th
Ed.) , and assu-ning f = 2p » , S = 200C0 lb. , and
p'
=
Y 12000/. 054 X 20000 x 2 = 2 1/2".
z = 3.1416 X d/p» = 3.1416 x 254/2.5 = 320 teeth in the
rack , which is 254 inches in diameter,
f = 2p» = 5" face.
The rim could be cast in sections 8 feet and 4 inches
in circular length , with a base 1 l/4 inches thick. Subtracting
twice the distance from the pitch circle to the inside of the base,
shows that the diameter of the frame to which these sections should
be bolted is 249 3/4 inches.
20. - Rack Pinion. - Allowing 15 teeth in the rack pinion
the diameter = 2.5 x 15/3.1416 = 11 15/16 inches. So the pinion
is 11 15/16 inches in diameter
,
has 15 teeth , and 2 l/2 inch
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circular pitch , and a 5 l/2 inch face. The shrouding would be
p'/s - 2.5/3 = 1 inch thick. Half shrouding would be enough.
21. - Vertical Shaft. - The efficiency of the pinion
and rack = Y = 1 .965. The twist-
2.6 X .2 X ( 1/15 -t- 1/320 )t- 1
ing moment on the shaft = 12000 x 11 15/16 = 74500 in. -lb.
2 X .965
Allowing 1/2 inch for a fillet betv/een the hub of the pinion and
the shrouding , the pinion would be 7 inches long over all. Then,
if a 10 inch bearing is assumed the moment arm is 9 inches and the
bending moment = 12000 x 9 = 112000 in. -lb. M© i^^-tT ^ =
10000^ 56-1-116 = 130000 in. -lb. Using a value of S_ of 6000
Ib./sq.in.
,
Mg/s = .Id^ = 21.6 , and d = 6 inches = the
diameter of the vertical shaft.
22. - Bearings on Vertical Shaft. - The distance
between the bearings is 78 inches and the distance from the
center of the pinion to the far bearing is 88 inches , so , B ,
(the force on the bearing) = 12000 x 88/73 = 13500 lb. Bridge
design practice gives values for bearing pressure of from
200 to 600 lb. per sq.in. of projected area. Assuming 8-5 = 250,
1 = B/s-bd = 13500/250 x 6 = 9 inches = the length of the bearings.
23. - Bevel Gears. - M
, ( the moment of friction lost
in the bearings) = vPr. Assuming v to be .07
, Tf =
2 X .07 X 13500 X 3 = 5500 in.ilb. So the total twisting
moment necesrar^ at the gear is 74500 +5500 = 80000 in. -lb.
A^l to 50 is desired between the motor and the vertical
A
shaft , and since there are four pairs of gears intervening , a
3 to 1 reduction betv/een the bevel gears would be a fair amraount.
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Assuming that the diameter of the pinion and gear are 10 and 30
inches respectively
, li = 15.8 , and ri = 15 ( see figure below)
Substituting in the formula for bevel gears
,
W = Sp*fm
W = load on the teeth.
= T/r = 80000/15 = 5300 lb. ^= tensile strength,
f = assumed 5 inches. p' = Sircular pitch.
S = ( see Kent) = 19000 Ib.^sq.in. f = face of the teeth,
^/l = .316 , so , m = .039. m = depends on f/l
z = number of teeth.
5300 = 19000 X p' X 5 X .039
p* = 1.4 inches and is assumed as 1 l/2 inches.
z = 30 X 3.1416/1.5 = 63 teeth.
So the gear has 63 teeth , 1 1/2 inch circular pitch , 30 inch
diameter , and a 5 inch face.
The width of the arm at the center = h =^3\.D/bSn.
Assuming 6 arms , h 2 x 5300 x 30/.75 x 19000 x 6 = 2 l/2 inches
The rim is 3/4 inches thick. The web at the back is 3/l6 inches
thick. All fillets are 3/4 inch thick and 3/4 inch wide. A cast
steel hub , designed to withstand medium shock is 1 5/8 d-f- 3/l6 =
1 5/8 X 6•^3/l6 = 10 inches in diameter. The length of the hub
= 1 3/4 d = 12 inches.
24. - Collar on Vertical Shaft. -
W/S75 5300/250 = 21 sq.in.
dp =>>/21+.787 X 36/.7d7 = 9 inches = outside
diameter of the collar.
25. - Bevel Pinion. - For a three to one reduction the
pinion should have 21 teeth , of 1 I/2 inch circular pitch and
5 inch face , and should be 10 inches in diameter. It should be
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made solid.
26. - Horizontal Shaft. - The force on the pinion teeth
is 5300 lb. , so , the twisting moment = 5300 x 5 = 26000 in, -lb.
Assuming the bearing to be 6 inches long , the bending moment =
5300 X 4.25 = 22400 in. -lb. = lOOOoV 11.75 = 34300 in. -lb.
If a tensile stress of 12090 Ib./sq.in. is used
,
Me/s = 2.8 , and
d = 2.8 inches.
27. - Bearings on Horizontal Shaft. - The force on the
bearing is approximately the same as the force on the pinion teeth
or 5300 lb. A bearing pressure of 300 Ib./sq.in. may be used for
thivs low speed. Then , 1 = B/Sbd = 5300/300 x 3 = 5.8 inches. A
bearing 6 inches long is, therefore , assumed.
28. - Differential Set. - The twisting moment on the
differential set is equal to the moments on the bevel sets plus
the losses between and in the bevel gears. The loss in the
bearings = 2vPr = 2 x .07 x 5300 x 1.5 = 1100in,-lb. The effici-
ency of the gears =
__1 = .97, so the twisting moment including
F -1-1
the gear losses = 26000/. 97 = 26800 in. -lb. Total twisting
moment necessary in the differential set = 2 (26800 -f 1100 ) =
56000 in. -lb. , or 28000 in. - lb. at each side.
The differential set and its pinion will make a 3 to 1
reduction. If the diameter of the gear is assumed as 30 inches
,
then , the load on the spur teeth = u/r = 56000/l5 = 3700 lb. Since
the teeth will be cast , W = .054 Sp*f . The gear rotates 15
R.p.m. so the speed of the teeth = 3.14 x 30 x 15/l£ = 120 ft./miin.
From Kent or figure 42 in Leutwiler and Dunkin,Notes on Machine
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Design , S = 17500 Ib./sq.in. Assuming f = 2p» ,
p» = 3700/. 054 X 17500 x 2 = 1.45 ; p ' = 1 l/2 inches.
So the outside gear of the differential has 63 teeth of 1 l/2 inch
circular pitch and 3 inch face , and is 30 .02 inches in fiaraeter.
The driving pinion would have 21 teeth of 1 l/2 inch
circular pitch and a 3 inch face , and would be 10.06 inches in
diameter.
With an outside gear of 30.02 inch pitch diameter and
1 l/2 inch circular pitch , the rim of the frame would be 3/4 inch
thick , and the flange that bolts onto the plate would be 3 l/4
inches wide , so that the bolts would be placed
3 l/2 inches inside the pitch line. Then the maximum diameter of
the cast plate which should fit the inside of the rim of the gear
frame would be 27.5 inches. Requirements for casting would
probably make the circular plate and the flanges that bolt to
it at least one inch thick. With 8 bolts , this would easily
take care of the 5700 lb. bearing force. The ribs would also
be cno inch wide. According to the formula b = 6T / nSi? =
6 X 28000/4 X 10000 = 4 l/2 inches. In the given design b is
made 5 l/2 inches to match up with the length of the hub.
The pinions as given are 7 5/32 inches in diameter
,
have 1 l/4 circular pitch , a 2 l/2 inch face , euid act at a
distance of 7 l/2 inches from the center. W = Sp*fm f
'
20000 X 2.25 X 2.5 X .04 = 3400 lb. = the force that can be carri-
ed by the teeth of each pinion. Since the pinions act at a dis-
tance from the center equal to half the radius of the gear the
total force at that distance should be 2 x 3700 = 7400 lb. , so
the design assiomes that two pinions may carry the load.
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The bending moment on the pins about which the pinions
rotate = M = 3400 x 3 . m/s = 3400 x 3/10000 = 1.02 = .1 d .
d = 2 incites. This would require that the bosses for the shaft
bearing be 4 inches in diameter. The allowance of 2 incnes in
length of bearing surface in each boss is sufficient , for , since
the pins do not rotate , the bearing stress may be 12000 Ib./sq.in.
The placing of the pinions requires a facing gear
14 5/I6 inches in diameter. It , of course , has a 1 l/4 inch
circular pitch , and a 2 l/2 inch face for its teeth. Using
the proportions given , the thickness of the rim is 5/8 inc^ an<l
the web at the back of the arms is 5/8 inch thick. The width of
the arm = h =V3 x 3000 x 15/. 625 x 29000 x 6 = 1 l/4 inch. The
diameter of the hub = 1 5/8 d + 3/I6 = 5 l/2 inches, and the length
of the hub = 1 3/4 d = 5 l/4 inches.
29, - Crank and Gear . - The force necessary in the
connecting rod is 10000 lb. radius of the crank is 6 inches
,
so,
the moment on the gear driving the crank shaft is 60000 in. -lb.
A. 3 to 1 reduction is desired , so , the gear and its pinion may
be made the same as those in the differential set , or the gear
will be 30.02 inches in diameter , and will have 63 teeth of
1 1/2 inch circular pitch and 3 inch face. The force on the teeth
= T/r = W = 4000 lb.
If the combination crank and gear mechanism is designed
similar to that in Plate V , the maximum bending moment on the
crank shaft will be the force on one of the cranks times the
distance to the center of the bearing , 10 inches , so, the maximum
bending moment will be about 5000 x 10 = 50000 in. -lb. Since
the maximum twisting moment is 60000 in. -lb. , or 30000 in, -lb.
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per side
, Me = 10000 ^ 25 f-9 = 58000 in. -lb. Ass\;tining that
S = 12000
,
Me/S = 4.07 , and d = 3 l/2 inches.
If a bearing pressure of 400 Ib./sq.in. is used , which
would be allowable with such a slight movement , the length of the
bearing = 1 = 10000/3.5 x 400 = 7 inches. For 10000 lb. is
the maximum possible stress that could be exerted on the bearing.
30. - Pinion Shaft. - The twisting moment on the
pinion shaft = 5 x 40C0 = 20000 in. -lb. The bending moment
,
assuming the pinion the pinion to be 4 inches wide and the bear-
ing 6 inches long , = 5 x 4000 = 20000 in.-lb. Me = lOOOoYF =
28000 in.-lb. Me/s = 2.3 , and d = 2 l/2 inches.
The length of the end bearing = l = 4000/2.5 x 300 =
5 1/2 inches, showing that the assumption of 6 inches was accurate
for the determination of the bending moment.
31. - Bevel Gear. - The efficiency of the above spur
gear and pinion is 0.965 , and the loss due to the bearings
between the pinion and the bevel gear on the same shaft =
2 X .07 X 4000 J. 1 1/4 = 850 in.-lb. Twisting moment necessary
at the bevel gear for each pinion = 850 •f^20000/.965 = 21600 in.-lb.
Total twisting mcraent necessary at the bevel gear = 43000 in.-lb.
A 4 to 1 reduction is desired. Assuming a 29 inch diameter for
the gear , the load on the tooth must be= 43000/15 = 320C lb.
W = Sp»fm S = 19000 Ib./sq.in.
f = 3 inches.
^/l = .316^so, m = .039.
p» ^ 3200/19000 X .039 x 3 = 1.35 inches., make 1 l/2 inches
So , the bevel gea^ill toe 28.6 inches in diameter , will have
60 teeth of 1 l/2 inch circular pitch and a 3 inch face. The
rest of the gear may be designed as above.
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The pinion will be 7.16 inches in diameter , and will have 15
teeth of 1 1/2 inch circular pitch and 5 inch face. The
efficiency of the gears is 9.955.
32, - Bevel Pinion Shaft. - Since the pinion is smaller
than the miter gear at the other end^the maximiim moment will come
at the bearing near the pinion. The moment necessary in the
pinion shaft = 3200 x 3. 58/. 955 = 12000 in. -lb. Assuming the
bearing to be 5 inches long , the moment arm of the force acting
on the pinion will be 4 1/2 inches , so the bending moment will
be 3200 X 4.5 = 14000 in. -lb. Me = lOOOoV 1.4 .98 = 18500 in.-
Ib., and Me/s = 1.55 , making d = 2 l/2 inches.
The length of the bearings = 1 = 3200/2.5 x 250 = 5 in.
The moment lost in the shaft due to the friction in the
bearings = 2YPr = .14 x 3200 x 1.25 = 560 in. -lb.
33. - Miter gear. - So the total moment on the miter
gear = 12000 -** 560 = 12500 in, -lb. Ass-'jming a diameter of 8
inches for the miter gears , W = 12500/4 = 3100 lb.
S = 19000 Ib./sq.in.
W = Sp*fm = 3 inches.
f/l = .21 , so , m = .044.
p» = 3100/19000 X 3 X .044 =1.3 inches , make p' = 1 l/2 im.
The diameter of the miter = 16 x 1.5/3.1416 =7.64 inches. So, the
miter gears are 7.64 inches in diameter , and have 16 teeth of
1 1/2 inch pitch and a 3 inch fa6e.. Though the arrangement
would be a little different , the same sizes of gears and bearings
would be used on the center wedge machinery.
34. - Large Gear on the Horizontal Shaft. - The efficin-
cy of each set of miter gears on the horizontal shaft = .94. The
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shaft is supported by a bearing every 18 feet , and has bearings
at each of the miter t:,ears and two at the center gear
,
giving
a total of 13 bearings. The twisting moment on each set of
miters = 12500/. 94 = 13300 in. -lb. So , the twisting moment on
the driving gear = 3 x 13300 = 39900 in. -lb. Since this is
about the same as the total twisting moment on the differential
set , that same gear size could be used. , or , a gear 30.02 inch-
es in diameter
,
having 63 teeth of 1 l/2 inch circular pitch and
a 3 inch face. The force on the teeth of this gear would be
39900/15.01 = 2700 lb.
35. - Long Horizontal Shaft. - The maximum stress in
the long horizontal shaft would be between this gear and the miter
sot that drives the center wedges. The twisting moment at this
section = 2 x 13300 = 26600 in. -lb. The bending moment , since
the force on the miter is greater than that on the gear will prob-
ably come at the bearing near the raiter. Assuming a 5 inch
bearing , this would equal 4.5 x 3100 = 14000 in. -lb.
Me = 10000^ 7.2 fl,96 = 30300 in. -lb. , and Mg/s = .1 d^.
d = 2 1/2 inches = the diameter of the long horizontal shaft.
36. - Pinion on the Driving Shaft. - The pinion
on the driving shaft that transmits power to the wedge driving
machinery would be 10.06 inches in diameter , and would have
21 teeth of 1 l/2 inch pitch and 3 inch face
,
unless the position
of the shafts made it necessary to vary both diaraetei?s.
37. - Gear on Driving Shaft. - The twisting moment
in the driving shaft = 5 x 3600 = 18000 in. -lb. plus the momeiit
necessary to overcome friction. The efficiency of the gear and
pinion = .97
. Total twisting nonient = 18000/. 97 = 18500 in. -lb.

Moment exerted by the g«ar = 18500 in.-lb. Assuming a 20
inch diameter
,
W = 1850 lb. Speed of teeth = S.141G x P.O v 4.
= 236 ft./min. 12
™ = ^P'^y S = 140001b./3q.ln.
Assuming 60 teeth y ( from Fig. 41 in Leutv.iler and Dunkin
.
Notes on Machine Design) =
.115 , and p> = 1.045
, making
f = 2 inches.
1850 = 14000 1.045 z 2 x .115 = 3200
, showing that
the gear would be strong enough. The gear would be 20 inches in
diameter having 60 out teeth of 3 diametrical pitch and a 2 inch
face
.
38. - Size of Driving Shaft. -
—
^
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and at D = 1850 lb. B and C can not be under pressure at the'
same tine. The resultant at F
. with B acting = 3600 lb. The
maximum moment is then at B and equals 55000 in.-lb.
= 10000^3.24^30 = 56000 in.-lb. Me/S = 56000/12000 = 4.65
and d = 3 I/2 inches.
39. - Pinion in the Motor Set. - The pinion in the
motor set would have to be 10 inches in diameter for a 2 to 1
reduction. It would have 30 teeth of 3 diametral pitch ai,d a
2 inch face.
40.
-
Clutch.
- Since the lugs on the clutch act at
a distance of 5.75 inches from the center the force on them
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= 18500/5.75 = 3200 lb. The allov;able bearing stresr, may be
assumed as 12000 lb./ sq, in. , so the 2,25 square inches of
bearing surface on each lug is ample to allow that the whole
load may be carried by one lug. Also the shearing area of each
lug
,
4.5 inches , is great enough to assume a similar
concentration of the load , since the allowable shearing stress
may be assumed from 6000 to 10000 Ib./sq.in. The clutch should
be fitted with two keys
,
for one key is apt to cause the shift-
ing mechanism to bind.
This completes the analysis of the operating mechanism
as far ns the driving motor. Since the force on the motor
pinion teeth, its diameter , and revolutions per minute are
known, the horse pov;er of this motor may be easily determined.
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CHAPTER IV.
Analysis of the Operating Machinery Applied
to Rolling Lift Bridges.
41. - Description . - The support of one end of the
rolling lift bridge is a segmental girder , to which the span is
rigidly connected. This girder extends through an arc of
ninety degrees and rolls on a track girder. Attached to an axis
through the center of this girder there is a pinion that meshes
with a rack which runs parallel to the track girder. To
raise the bridge this pinion is run along the rack. This causes
the girder to roll on the track , raising the span that is
attached to it. The construction is shown in Plate VIII.
In the mechanism shown in Plate VII , the power to
drive the pinion is derived from a hand driven crank
,
operating
through a train of reducing gears. This crank is placed near
the pinion and moves along with it ; so , a platform is provided
for the operator to walk on as he works.
The arrangement of the mechanism is as follows
The crank drives a shaft , on which there is a rachet to hold the
bridge in any given position in case the force on the crank
should fail. The other end of this shaft carries a pinion
which meshes with a gear , which in turn is keyed to a shaft
extending to both sides of the bridge. This shaft carries a pin-
ion at each end^each of which drives a short shaft through a gear.
These shafts in turn drive pinions which mesh with gears keyed to
the shafts that carry the pinions meshing with the rack.
i
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42. - Crank. Shaft. - The crank shaft will be designed
first because the force on the crank may be more accurately
guessed at than the force on the pinion teeth
, since the v/eight
of the bridge and its center of gravity are not known. Due to
the position of the crank the operator might put his whole
-weight on it. The shaft must be designed to withstand this
maximiim possible stress.
The pinion on the crank shaft should be designed in
accord to the twisting moment on it and should be of the
minimum size , unless the reduction desired and the necessary
distance between its shaft and the shaft it drives
,
decrees a
larger diameter. The positions of the bearings will probably be
determined by the bridge structure. The length of the bearings
should be determined by the Ipsid on them ^ the diameter of the
shaft and the allov/able pressure. Since the bending and
twisting moments which decide the size of the shaft are large
in proportion to the direct load on the bearing , the calculated
length n^ay be smaller than the length suitable to the design
that must allow for supporting and bolting the bearing on the
structure.
43. - Transmission Shaft . - The gear meshing with
this pinion must , of course , have teeth of the same dimensions
and must be of a diameter large enough to give the desired
reduction. Since the form and size of the teeth are determined
this diameter w' 11 decide the nuipber of teoth in the gear. The
further design of the gear
,
including the proportioning of the
hubs and spokes,would be followed out as v/as explained in the
former discussion.
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The moment that must be exerted on the shaft of this
gear equals the radius of the gear times the load on the teeth
,
where the load on the toeth must be enough to supply a moment in
the pinion equal to the theoretical moment plus the mo^nent due
to losses.
This shaft is the long one that carries the pov.er to the
gear trains at both sides of the bridge. It is designed for the
maximum possible stress
,
that is , the sections on both sides of
the gear are designed to carry the total twisting moment exerted
by the gear.
Before this shaft can be designed
,
however, the bending
moment must be determined , an^ so , the pinions on the ends of
the shaft must be designed to suit the twisting moment, for the
load on the teeth of this pinion will be so much greater than
that on the teeth of the gear that the maximum bending moment will
probably come at the bearings near the pinions. Since the pinion
is to have cut teeth , the formula , Vi,' = Sp*fy , should be
applied as explained in the former discussion. The pinion should
be of the minimum size, having from fifteen to eighteen teeth.
The load on this pinion times the moment arm from it
to the nearest bearing will give the bending moment exerted on
the shaft. The twisting moment is knowTi
,
and, so
,
by the suin-
m.ation of the effects of the two moments , the diameter of the
shaft may be determined.
The maximum pressure will come on the bearing next to
the pinion. Assuming an allowable bearing pressure of 200 to
300 pounds per square inch , the length of the bearing may be
found since the diameter of the shaft and the force exerted are
known. This long shaft will need bearings just inside of each
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pinion and on each side of the driving gear. They should all
be duplicates , to make the construction simplet*.
By determining the losses in the long shaft and in
the teeth of its center gear , the force which can. be applied
at the teeth of the pinion can be found.
4.4. - Intermediate Shaft . - The gear meshing with
this pinion must be designed in relation to this tooth load and
the tooth design of the pinion and in regard to the desired
reduction in motion. The details of this gear should be designed
as in the other gears.
The force on the teeth times the radius of this gear
will give the twisting moment in the shaft to which the gear is
keyed. This is a short shaft carrying a gear and pinion
,
and
is supported. by bearings at each end. The pinion should be made
the minimum possible size required for the given twisting moment.
Having given the loads on the gear and pinion and the distances
to the bearings , which are determined in this case by the design
of the bridge striActure , a summation of moments will give the
resultant forces at the bearings. Then by testing the sections
at the gear and pinion , the maximum bending m.oment can be deter-
mined. The knowledge of the bending and tv/i sting moment
,
now,
makes possible the calculation for the size of the shaft. The
size of the shaft and the resultant forces on the bearings
,
then
decide the length of the bearings.
45. -Rack Pinion Shaft. - The gear meshing with this
pinion should be designed in relation to the pinion teeth and the
maximum possible force on these teeth , which equals the theoret-
ical force minus the loss due to friction, and in regard to the
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desired reduction.
The force on the teeth times the radius of this new gear
gives the tv/isting moment in the last shaft in the train. The
pinion on this shaft , the rack pinion , should be of minimum
size. The location of the bearings and the pinion on this
shaft are determined by the bridge design. A summation of
moments vrill give the resultant forces on the bearings, and a
combination of the bending and twisting moments v;ill decide the
size of the shaft. This size and the force on the bearings
,
determine the length of the bearings.
The rack must be designed according to the teeth on the
pinion , and its proportions should be found as in the case of
the rack in the swing bridge. Its design completes the analysis
of the operating machinery.
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CHAPTER V
Investigation of Actual Operating Machinery in
Rolling Lift Bridges
.
The bridge which v>/ill be considered is a rolling lift
bridge at Huron , Ohio. It was designed by the Scherzer company ,
and was built by the Chicago Brjdge and iron V/orks. Since-
neither the weight of the bridge nor the center of gravity were
known the required force at the rack teeth could not be calculated,
So , the investigation could not start as it natural13^ould with
the rack pinion , but was carried on from the other end of the
mechanism where a fair guess at the force on the crank could be
made
.
General plans of the bridge and of the operating machinery
are shown in Plates VII and VIII,
46, - Crank Shaft. - Considering the maxim^um possible
force that the operator can apply as 200 lb. , the maximiim
bending moment equals 200 tim.ee the distance from the crank to
the rear bearing , which is 36 inches ; so , the bending moment
equals 200 x 56 = 7200 in. -lb. Since the radius of the crank
is 14 inches , the twisting moment = 200 x 14 = 2800 in.- lb.
Mg = 1000 Y^S^-TTs = 7750 in. -lb. Assuming S to be 14000 Ib./^q.
in. , d = 2 1/2 inches.
The pinion at tl"e other end of the shaft must exert
a twisting moment of 2800 in. -lb. This pinion should be made of
.
the minimum size
,
unless the distance between the shafts demands
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a greater diameter . Following the rules laid down in the case of
the swing bridge , a diameter of 8 inches is assumed for the
pinion. Then the load on the teeth = 2800/4 = 700 lb. If the
operator' can turn the crank 30 times a minute, the speed of the
teeth = 50 X 5,1416 x 8/l2 = 64 ft./min. So the allowable stress,
-assuming a cast iron gear , is 7000 Ib./sq.in. The formula for
cut teeth is , W = Sp*fy . In order to get a value for ^ let
the number of teeth be assumed as 52
,
making the diametrical
pitch equal to 4. Then ^ , from figure 41 in Leutwiler and Dunkin,
Notes on Machine Design
,
equals .14, Then p' = 5.1416 divided by
diametrical pitch = 1.125 inches , and if f = 2p • , f = 2 l/4
inches;- Using these values ,W = 7000 x 1.125 x 2.25 x .14 =
1200 lb. Since this is greater than the required 7000 lb.
,
the gear is strong enough.
The bearing three feet away from the crank supports a
pressure = 16 x 200/l5 = 250 lb. The force on the bearing next
to the pinion is approximately 700 lb. The required length =
1 = 700/2.5 X 200 = 1.5 inches , if S^ = 200 Ib./sq.in. In the
design
, the necessity of allowing enough stock in the bearing to
make room for the bolts that support it , made it advisable to
make the bearings larger than they need to be for the load.
47. - Transmission Shaft. - In order to obtain a 5 to 1
set
reduction
, the gear of the first^y^should be 40 inches in diameter,
giving it 160 teeth. It should be designed according to the
proportions used above for spur gears.
The loss in the bearings of the first shaft =
.07 X 250 X 1,25 +".07 x 700 x 1.25 = 82 in. -lb. and in the
gears = 2800 - 2800 x 1 = 100 inTlb. So , the force
.56(1/160 +1/32) ^1
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exerted on the teeth of the gear = 2800 -1G2 = 650 lb.
4
Then , the twisting raoment in the long shaft that
extend to both sides = 20 x 650 = 13000 in. -lb. The bending
moment would be at the bearing near the pinions so these must be
designed first to detonaine the bending force. The pinions are
to have cut teeth , so the equation , W = Sp*fy , applies.
Assuming an 8 inch diameter , W = 13000/4 = 3250 lb. , S = 8000
,
and with 16 teeth
, y = .08. Since the diametral pitch equals
2
,
p» = 3.1416/2 = l.v^.8 , and if f = 5p» , f = 4 l/2 inches.
Then V. = 8000 x 1.5 x 4.5 x .08 = 4300 lb. , which shows
sufficient strength.
If the length of the bearing next to the pinion is
assumed as 6 inches , the moment arm for the bending moment
will be the distance froiri the center of the pinion to the center
of the bearing or about 6 inches. Therefore , the bending
moment = 4350 x 6 = 26200 in. -lb. Me = 10000Y 1.7+ 6T9 =
29300 in. -lb. Me /s = 2.7 and d = 3 inches.
The length of the bearing , if S-^ equals 200 Ib./sq.in.^
= 1 = 3200/3 X 200 = 5 inches. All the bearings on the shaft
should be made duplicate.
48. - Intermediate Shaft. - Since a 6 to 1 reduction
is desired between the above pinion and its gear
,
the gear must
have 96 teeth , 2 diametrical pitch , and a 48 inch pitch diam-
eter
,
and a 4 l/2 inch face.
The loss in the two bearings between the gear and
pinion on the traiipmission shaft = .07 x 650 x 1.5 +^.07 x 400 x l.f
= 490 in. -lb. , and fhe loss in the gearing between the transmission
and intermediate shafts = 13000 - 13000 = 500 in.-
.56 1 1/16 -4-1/96) -Vl
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llD. So , the force on the teeth of the gear =
13000 " 100 = 5000 lb. and the moment exerted by the gear
4
= 24 X 3000 = 72000 in. -lb.
The pinion on this r.haft should be cast
, so , the
equation W = .054 Sp*f , will apply. Assume p' to be 2 l/2
inches , then for 15 teeth , the diameter of the pinion must be
12 inches, and W = 72000/12 = 12000 lb. If f= 2p ' and S = 20000,
.054Sp'f = .054 X 20000 x 2.5 x 5 = 14000 lb. , showing that these
proportions give a pinion^ ntrong enough.|3ooo*
= IgQOO X 15 5000 X 6 = 8250 lb.
24
Rl = 5000 X 18 l^.OOOx 9
24
= 6700 lb.
Since this shaft must be placed between tv^o girders and
must be supported on them , the position of the bearings is
determined by this condition and the forces acting will be as
shown above. The maximum bending moment would come imder the
pinion
,
ejid = 9 x 8250 = 74000 in. -lb.
Me = 100 GO V- 2 4- 55 = 104000 in. -lb. Me/s = 8.65 , and
d = 5 1/2 inches. In order to hold the gears and shaft in place
a shoulder was cut on each end of the shaft to fit against the
bearings , the bearing diameter being cut down to 3 inches. If due
to the slow motion a bearing pressure of 400 Ib./sq.in. is
allowed , the length of the bearing = l = 8200/3 x 400 = 6 inches.
49. - Rack Pinion Shaft. - A reduction of 4 to 1
between the intermediate shaft and the rack pinion shaft would

make necessary a driving gear 48 inches in diameter on the Jast
shaft. Since this must mesh with the pinion on the former shaft,
it would have 60 teeth of 2 l/2 inch circular pitch and 5 inch
face
.
The loss in "bearings in the intermediate shaft =
.07 X 8250 X 1.5Th,07 x 6700 x 1.5 = 1550 in. -lb. and the
loss in the gears between the shafts = 72000 - 72000 =
.56(1/15 -+-1/60) +-1
3500 in. -lb. So , the force on the teeth of the gear =
72000 - 5050 = 11000 lb. , and the twisting moment exerted on
24
the shaft = 11000 x 24 = 268000 in. -lb.
The pinion on this shaft is the one tha^eshes with
the rack. Assuming p* = 3 l/4 inches
,
then 16 teeth v/ould make
the diameter of the pinion = 16.6 inches , and HV = 268000 = 323001b.
8.3
If S = 20000 and f ="2.75 p'
,
.054Sp'f =
.054 x 20000 X 3.25 x 8.95 = 32000 lb. , showing that these
proportions give a strong enough pinion.
50, - Rack, - The teeth on the rack would be the same
size and form as those on the rack pinion. The other dimensions
of the rack are in the same proportion to the teeth as in the rack
of the swing bridge machinery.
Conclusion : - The study of these mechanisms was taken
up with the idea of illustrating the method of design. This
has been done in the case of the two more prominent types of
bridges
.



